The 2017 WannaCry cyber security attack underlined how reliant effective patient care in NHS Trusts is on IT platforms.

1 in 3 NHS Trusts impacted

19,000 appointments directly affected

6,000 appointments cancelled

The Department for Health and Social Care has formed an agreement with Microsoft to facilitate the transition to Windows 10. This will...

Build greater cyber resilience across the NHS

Enable new ways of working

Increase security

Improve user experience

There are Windows 10 licences available, but to access these, NHS Trusts need to show they have a plan to implement Windows 10 before January 2020, in order to avoid paying expensive additional support costs to Microsoft to maintain Windows 7.

So where do you start?...

Computacenter has developed an industry-leading approach to Windows 10 migration and Evergreen management to simplify the modernisation of your client environment.

IDENTIFY & ASSESS

Enterprise Readiness Assessment

Our report will help define your W10 strategy, including applications, devices and infrastructure

TRANSFORM

Industrialised deployment services

Established deployment approach with predictable outcomes

 mange

Evergreen Managed Service

Simplified ongoing management of your W10 environment

Enabling you to...

Begin your journey to unlock the licensing available from NHS Digital

Understand how to prepare your IT environment for Windows 10

Share knowledge and costs with other Trusts who join the programme

and help you to create a Windows 10 migration pathway

For the Trust

Be more secure

For the IT team

Get help to plan and deliver your Windows 10 transformation programme

For your staff

Get access to the most stable and feature-rich platform available

For the patients

Get more time with staff and have the peace of mind that your data is protected

This approach will:

✓ Help build your modern client environment strategy
✓ Facilitate remediation and deployment activities in all areas needed
✓ Support user adoption and enhance your users’ experience
✓ Enable you to keep pace with Microsoft release cycle

Do you know...

If your current devices will run Windows 10?
How many apps you have, how many are used, how many you really need?
Will your current apps work on Windows 10?
What other equipment could be affected by the move?
How you will manage the updates in an evergreen environment?

To find out how Computacenter’s approach to Windows 10 Transformation can simplify your migration strategy, please contact your Computacenter Account Manager, email: government@computacenter.com or call: 01707 631640

www.computacenter.com/uk/public-sector
www.computacenter.com

MORE INFORMATION